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1 PM/SCM Overview

The Supply Chain Management feature in IQCare is general, flexible (highly configurable) and
comprehensive. Your organization can use the SCM to manage any kind of inventory, from drugs to lab
reagents to office supplies. At any point in time you can see inventory levels for all of your stores and
you have the ability to manage the movement of inventory between stores.

The key to running the SCM feature successfully is in the configuration. Each interlocking piece of the
SCM system must be configured correctly to gain optimal benefit.

The module includes:
Purchase orders and managing goods received
Stores set up for inventory movement as well as staff security
Drug dispensing
Inventory monitoring and management

Integrated into the SCM is the cost of goods. Each item can be configured with a cost. From the cost,
IQCare calculates the debit note for a patient based on the goods and services he/she consumes.
Aggregated facility expenditures are available in data and graph format in the Facility Reports.

Once the PM/SCM module is turned on, you can access it for configuration and use through the 
IQCare Management interface.

The Supply Chain Management and Program Management configuration and features are split into two
sections. Those navigation items above the line are directly related to supply chain and those items
below the line are related to program management. 

Related
Areas

PM/SCM
Navigation

Description

SCM, PM Master Lists List of lists and related data that must
be customized or configured for supply
chain management and program
management. See

SCM Dispense Drugs Used by the pharmacist to find patients
and dispense drugs

SCM Purchase Order Used by the purchasing officer or the
pharmacist to create a purchase order

SCM Goods Received
Note

Used by the purchasing officer or the
pharmacist to document the receipt of
ordered goods

SCM Opening Stock Opening stock levels for a store - used
to set the stock levels at the initial
store set up based on existing
inventory

SCM Adjust Stock
Level

Adjust stock level for a store - used
when taking periodic inventory

SCM Dispose Items Used to dispose of expired or drugs
that need to be disposed of

SCM Batch Summary Displays the batch information per
store
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SCM Stock Summary Displays the stock summary per store

SCM Expiry Reports Displays the expiry dates for 30, 60
and 90 days as of today's date

SCM Reports A list of inventory reports that can be
run for a specified time period. 

PM Configure
Budget

Configures a budget for different
programs and donors

PM Configure
Patient Visit

Configures the rate patients visit the
clinic per month

PM Budget View Display budgets 

1.1 Configure the PM/SCM Module

There are a number of steps the need to be followed in order to correctly configure the supply chain
and program management modules. The list below outlines these steps. Each step is described
individually in this User Guide.

Step 1: Turning on/off PM/SCM Technical Area
Before you can configure the SCM set of features, you must first turn on the SCM/PM technical area in
IQCare Management and in the IQCare Facility Set up. This set of steps makes the SCM/PM
navigation available in IQCare Management and also turns on the facility and patient level features in
IQCare.

Step 2: Configuring Master Lists
1. Setting up Donors and Programs

1. Program
2. Donor name
3. Donor Program linking
4. Cost Allocation Category

2. Setting up items (non-Laboratory)
1. Item Type
2. Drug Type
3. Item Type Sub Type linking
4. Purchase/Dispensing Unit
5. Manufacturer Detail
6. Item Configuration
7. Program Item Linking

3. Setting up Stores and Stock
1. Store Detail
2. Store Destination linking
3. Store Item Linking
4. Store user linking
5. Supplier
6. Supplier Item linking
7. Batch number
8. Adjustment reason
9. Return reason

4. Setting up Laboratory Tests
1. Lab Test Location
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2. Lab Test
3. Program – Lab Test Linking

Step 3: Configuring Program Management Features (optional)
5. Configure Budget
6. Patients per month

Step 4: Configuring Inventory
7. Setting up inventory

1. Set opening stock
2. Purchase new stock

Step 5: Setting up Dispensing
8. Employee name (IQCare)
9.Frequency (IQCare)

1.1.1 SCM and Paperless Modes

The supply chain management module and paper-based/paperless modes are tightly coupled in
IQCare. They must both be considered when configuring IQCare so that the pharmacy form and
dispensing windows are active or inactive as your site requires. See Turning on SCM/PM and
Paperless Facility for more information on how to configure these features. 

SCM Paperless Pharmacy Form
Behavior

Dispensing in IQCare
Management

Work Flow

Off Off
(Paper-
based)

All fields active No dispensing Data entry clerks fill in
pharmacy forms using filled
in hardcopy forms

Off On All fields active.
The form can be
filled out in two
steps.

No dispensing Expect to enter data in two
phases – clinician enters
the order information and
the ordered by and ordered
by date (now called
prescribed by and
prescribed by date); the
pharmacist  opens View
Existing forms, see the
partly completed form and
enters the quantity
dispensed and the
dispensed by  and
dispensed by date

On Off No fields active Dispensing The expectation is that a
hardcopy pharmacy form is
filled out by the clinician
and the patient goes to the
pharmacy dispensing
window with the hardcopy
form. The pharmacist
opens IQCare Management
and fills the dispensing
form.
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On On Clinical/ordering
fields are active;
dispensing fields
are inactive. The
inventory is
visible for the
clinician; only
drugs that are
available in the
inventory are
available for the
clinician to
select.

Dispensing The clinician enters the
drug order in IQCare
pharmacy form. The
pharmacist finds the patient
in IQCare Management and
selects the pharmacy
order. The pharmacist
dispenses drugs via the
IQCare management
pharmacy window.

1.1.2 Turning on SCM/PM

Turning on the SCM/PM is done in two steps. 

Step 1: IQCare Management Configuration
1. First, navigate to IQCare Management > Technical Area and in unpublished mode, select and

double click to open the technical area configuration screen.
2. You must assign at least one patient identifier for this technical area for it to be visible in IQCare. It's

recommended that you choose an existing and general identifier. 
3. Save

4. In the Manage Technical Area window, publish the SCM/PM technical area.
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Step 2: IQCare Configuration
5. Next, login to IQCare and navigate Administration>Facility Set up
6. In the Facility Set up screen, check the SCM/PM technical area. Note that this is also the location

where you set the paperless site mode.
7. Click Update
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1.2 Configuring Master Lists

In order to use all of the PM/SCM features correctly, you must configure all of the Master Lists. Master
lists are sets of variables and related data that are specific to your site. For example the inventory you
carry, the stores where you keep your inventory, your suppliers, etc.These are all elements of the
program management and supply chain management that only your and your site can know and set
up. 

The process for setting up the master lists is long and detailed. This is especially true of the Item
Configuration which is all of the items in your inventory across all stores.  For the process to run
smoothly, we recommend reviewing each master list and documenting the required information before
jumping into the task. We also recommend involving a pharmacist for the drug inventory information.

Master Lists Window

This is a screen shot of the Master Lists window. The list is displayed in the order in which the
lists should be configured the first time. 

Master Lists - Descriptions

This table describes the lists and highlights the context in which it is used.

Lis
t
No

Master List Name Description
Module
Required
For

1. Program
Lists all of the programs that contribute
funds or in-kind goods

PM
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2. Donor Name Lists all of the donors PM

3. Donor Program Linking Links a donor with a program PM

4. Cost Allocation Category
Lists the different categories for which
funds are allocated or categorized (OH,
Salary, Pharmacy, lab)

PM

5. Item Type The highest level category for stock items SCM

6. Drug Type Designates a drug to a drug type category SCM

7.
Item Type Sub Type
linking

Link the item type and sub-item type SCM

8.
Purchasing/Dispensing
Unit

List of dispensing units such as bottle,
tablet, etc

SCM

9. Manufacturer Detail
List of drug or other commodity
manufacturers

SCM

10. Item Configuration

A pharmacy or consumable item and the
associated data; this is an enhancement
and expansion to current drug list/drug
table

PM, SCM

11. Program Item Linking
Links a program with a pharmacy or
consumable item

PM

12. Store Detail
List of stores such as central store,
pharmacy window

SCM

13.
Store Source Destination
Linking

Links different store to limit where drugs
can be moved from and to

SCM

14. Store Item Linking Links a store with one or more items SCM

15. Batch Number
List of drug batches and their expiration
dates

SCM

16. Adjustment Reason
List of reasons why the inventory for an
item is being adjusted in a store

SCM

17. Return Reason
List of reasons why an item is returned by
a patient.

SCM

18. Store User Linking Links a store with a user SCM

19. Supplier
List of suppliers where drugs and other
supplier are purchased

SCM

20. Supplier Item Linking Links suppliers with items SCM

21. Lab test location
Lists the locations where a lab test can be
done

PM

22. Lab Test
List the lab tests; this is an enhancement
of the current lab test master

PM
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Entering and Updating Master Lists

All master lists use the same set of steps to enter and update data. 

Entering data for the first time
1. From the master list window double click on the row that has the master list you would like to

access
2. Enter data into the fields and click the Submit button
3. Repeat entering data and clicking the Submit button until you have completed the list entries

and updates
4. Click the Save button to save your entries to the database.

Updating existing data
1. From the master list window double click on the row that has the master list you would like to

update
2. Once in the master list, click on the row you want to update. The fields will display with data

shown in the grid
3. Make the updates and then click Submit
4. Click the Save button to save your updates to the database.

1.2.1 ML- Program

Description: Collects the program name and fiscal year
Dependencies: None
Used In: Donor Program Linking; Budget Configuration
Facts/Rules: 

The program name must be unique
A program must have a status of Active in order to be linked with a donor and be associated with
funding dates
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The fiscal year start month indicates the month that program starts. It can be any of the 12 months.

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Variable Type Rules/Comments

Program name Text String Required

Program ID Text Integer Required

Fiscal year start
month

Date Integer Required
Month in which the program
fiscal year starts

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

String Required; defaults to active

1.2.2 ML- Donor Name

Description: Collects the donor long and short name
Dependencies: None
Used In: Donor Program Linking; Budget Configuration
Facts/Rules: 

The donor name must be unique
A donor must have a status of Active in order to be linked with a program and be associated with
funding dates

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Variable Type Rules/Comments
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Donor  ID Text String Required

Donor  Name Text Integer Required

Donor Short Name Date Integer Required

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

String Required; defaults to active

1.2.3 ML- Donor Program Linking

Description: Links a donor with one or more programs
Dependencies: Donor master must be established
Used In: Budget Configuration
Facts/Rules: 

A program can have more than one donor
A donor can be linked with more than one program

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Variable Type Rules/Comments

Donor Name Select list String Required
Comes from the Donor Master

Program Name Select list String Required
Comes from the Program
master
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Funding Start Date Date dd-MMM-yyyy
display format

Required
Can be in the past

Funding End Date Date dd-MMM-yyyy
display format

Required
Can be anytime in the future; 
Cannot be earlier than the Start
date
If funding end date is less than
today's date and items are
being dispensed for a program
in real time, the items will not
be covered by the program

1.2.4 ML- Cost Allocation Category

Description: Specifies cost categories under which a budget can be allocated
Dependencies: None
Used In: Budget Configuration
Facts/Rules: 

Default cost categories are: Overhead, Salary, Pharmacy, Laboratory
Overhead, Salary, Pharmacy and Laboratory categories cannot be made inactivate
Any number of cost categories can be created
Cost categories are used in the Configure Budget window
Debit note currently uses only the four default categories
Default categories cannot be updated

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Variable Type Rules/Comments
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Cost Allocation
Category 

Text String Required

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

String Required; defaults to active

1.2.5 ML- Item Type

Description: Specified the highest level of item descriptive identifier/category
Dependencies: None
Used In: Item Configuration Search
Facts/Rules: 

Default list (Consumables, Pharmaceuticals, Office Equipment, Laboratory) cannot be changed
Any number of other types can be added
By inactivating an item type, the entire item type category will not be available for selection in item
type - sub-type linking and other inventory windows

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field
Description

Rules/Comments
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Item Type Text Defaults
examples are:
Consumables,
Pharmaceuticals,
Office Equipment,
Laboratory
Reagents

Required

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

String Required
Defaults to active

1.2.6 ML- Drug Type (Item sub-type)

Description: Specifies types of drugs and other items; this is the second highest level description of
an item
Dependencies: None
Used In: Item Configuration search
Facts/Rules: 

A default list of drug types from earlier versions of IQCare is available
Cannot update/inactivate existing drug list (because of expected mapping needs from existing field
databases to new drug structure)
Can specify sub-types for items that are not drugs
By inactivating an item sub-type, the entire item sub-type / drug type category will not be available
for selection in pharmacy forms, pharmacy stores 

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Rules/Comments
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Description

Drug Type (sub-item
type)

Text Existing drug list
Bandages, gloves

Required

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

Required
Defaults to active

1.2.7 ML- Item Type Sub-Type Linking

Description: Links an item at the highest level with its sub-type (drug type)
Dependencies: Item type, item sub-type (drug type)
Used In: Item Configuration search; if linked with pharmaceuticals, new drug types display in the Drug
Type select list when configuring new drugs
Facts/Rules: 

Item Type Sub-Type linking is for all Item categories except laboratory
An item sub-type can be linked with more than one item type (although generally that would not
occur and not recommended)
At least one sub-item type must be checked in order to save
Checking the sub-item type specifies a linkage; un-checking removes a linkage

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field
Description

Rules/Comments
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Item Type Select list Highest level of
item description

 List is specified in Item Type
master

Item Sub-Type Multi-select list  Second highest
level of item
description

List is specified in the Drug
Type master

1.2.8 ML- Purchasing/Dispensing Unit

Description: Specifies the physical form factor for dispensing and purchasing items
Dependencies: None
Used In: Item Configuration, purchase order
Facts/Rules: 

Dispensing and purchasing units share the same list
Predefined list available; this predefined list cannot be edited
Additional units can be added to the list; these can be edited

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field
Description

Rules/Comments

Purchasing/
Dispensing Unit

Text Units used to
describe the
format of the item

Required
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Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

Required
Defaults to active

1.2.9 ML- Manufacturer Detail

Description: Specifies the list of name of item manufacturers
Dependencies: None
Used In: Item Configuration
Facts/Rules: 

A manufacturer can also be a supplier

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field
Description

Rules/Comments

Manufacturer Detail Text Manufacturer
name

Required

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

Required
Defaults to active
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1.2.10 ML- Item Configuration

Description: Specifies the dispensing information, cost and stock information for the item
Dependencies: Item type, Item sub-type, purchasing/dispensing unit
Used In: Adult and pediatric pharmacy form, purchase order, good received note, patient drug
dispensing
Facts/Rules: 

Item type, item sub-type, generic name and drug name is pre-defined in the drug list.
New drugs are defined via the Drug List in IQCare (browser)
Dispensing unit price = purchase unit price ÷ Purchase unit quantity
Selling price = dispensing unit price + margin % 
Effective date specifies the effective date for the current purchase unit price
The purchase unit price and effective should be set for the initial stock manually
The price and effective date of an item may change as goods are received in the Goods Received
Note
The current price is used for transactions in real time; price history is not saved; (If non-paperless
and there is backlog, the price of an item should be set to the price at the time of the patient
transaction.)
Minimum and maximum stock is saved but not currently not being used in inventory control

Field Description

Display Label Display
Type

Field Description Rules/Comments

Item Identifiers      

Item Type Select list Highest level category for the
item

Auto populated
Based on Item-type
master
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Item Sub-Type Select list Second highest level category
for the item

Auto populated
Based on sub-item type
linkage with Item-type
master

Item Code Text Identification code for the item
given by the site or pharmacy

Not required

FDA  Code Text US FDA code Not required

Generic Name Text Generic name of the item 
This  field  will be disable

Auto populated

Trade/item Name Text Trade name of the item Auto populated

Dispensing Unit Select list The unit size the item is
dispensed; for example
"tablet"

Based on Dispensing Unit
master

ARV Abbreviation Text The three character
abbreviation for ARV drugs
This  field  will be disable

Auto populated

Cost Information      

Purchase Unit Select list The unit size the item is
purchased; for example
"bottle"

Required
Use same list as
Dispensing unit master
list

Purchase Unit
Quantity

Numeric The quantity of dispensing
units in a purchase unit; for
example 30 tablets in a
bottle. The user enters the
number "30".

Required

Purchase Unit
Price

Decimal The price of the purchase
unit; for example the price of
30 tablets in a bottle

The purchase price is
initially entered by the
administrator; however it
gets updated as per the
purchase order cost;
If the stock management
module is not turned on,
then this purchase unit
price will only be updated
manually; 
if the stock management
module is turned on, then
this price will be driven by
the PO cost.

Manufacturer Select list The name of the manufacturer Based on the
Manufacturer master
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Dispensing Unit
Price

Decimal The price per dispensing unit;
for example, the price per
tablet
example: 1 bottle has 30
tablet; the bottle cost 100 INR
Each tablet costs 100/30 or
3.33 INR

Auto calculated based on
the purchase unit price
and the unit quantity

Dispensing Margin
%

Decimal The added cost based on a
percentage of the dispensing
unit price. 
This is used to calculate the
additional amount that is
added to the cost of the item
For example: 20% margin
in the above example - 3.33 *
.20 = .67 INR

 

Effective Date Date The effective date of the initial
price

The date is initially
entered by the
administrator; however it
gets updated as per the
last purchase order date
(and cost)
The effective date cannot
be greater than today's
date.

Selling Price Decimal The final selling price of one
unit of the item

Auto calculated
Selling price = dispensing
unit price plus margin
Display to two decimal
points

Status Select list Hide/displays this item in
drug and other item lists

Defaults to active

Stock Information      

Minimum Stock
Units

Integer The smallest number of
dispensing units that are
allowed in any store; this is
also known as the safety
stock level

Not required

Maximum Stock
Units

Integer The largest number of
dispensing units in any store;
this is used to make sure that
stock does not build up.

Not required
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1.2.11 ML- Program Item Linking

Description: Links the program with the items the program covers
Dependencies: Program name, item type, item sub-type, active items
Used In: Debit note, program management dashboard
Facts/Rules: 

Items that are not covered by a program are charged to the patient (in the debit note)
More than one program can cover one or more items
As long as at least one program is covering an item, the cost is not transferred to the patient.

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Program Name Select list List of active programs Based on program master 

Item Type Select list List of highest level
items

Based on item master

Item Sub-type Select list List of drugs/sub-type Base on sub-item (drug)
master

Items Multi-select list List of filtered items.
The selected program
covers the checked
items

Based on configured items
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1.2.12 ML- Store Detail

Description: Specifies the available stores
Dependencies: None
Used In: Purchase order/Inter-store transfer, Patient drug dispensing
Facts/Rules: 

Controls if a store can purchase items and/or if a store can dispense items.

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Store ID Text ID code for the store Required

Store Name Text Name of the store
Example: Central Store,
CCC Pharmacy

Required

Purchasing Store Select list Specifies if the store can
purchase items

Required

Dispensing Store Select list Specifies if the store can
dispense items

Required

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

Hide/display in select lists Required; defaults to
active
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1.2.13 ML- Store Source Destination Linking

Description: Specifies the allowable flow of items between stores
Dependencies: Store detail master
Used In: Inter-store transfer (Purchase order)
Facts/Rules: 

A source store is one that can purchase items
The source store cannot be the same as the destination store
There can be one or more source and destination stores
A source store can also be a destination store so that there can be item flow back and forth between
stores

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Source Store Select list Store from which items
can be transferred from

 

Destination Store Select list Store from which items
can be transferred to

Selected source store will
not be in the destination
store list
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1.2.14 ML- Store Item Linking

Description: Specifies that items that are allowed in the store
Dependencies: Store detail master
Used In: Inter-store transfer (Purchase order), Drug dispensing
Facts/Rules: None

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Store Name Select list List of active stores Based on Store Detail
master

Item Select list List of active items Based on the Item
Configuration master
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1.2.15 ML- Store User Linking

Description: Specifies the access of a user to one or more stores
Dependencies: Store detail master
Used In:, Purchase Order, Goods Received Note, Dispense Drugs
Facts/Rules: 

User is defined in IQCare in the User Administration

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Store Select list List of active stores Based on Store Detail
master

User name Multi select list List of active users Based on the User
Administration master
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1.2.16 ML- Supplier

Description: Specifies suppliers of items
Dependencies: None
Used In: Purchase Order
Facts/Rules: 

A supplier can also be an manufacturer

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Supplier ID Text Required

Supplier Name Text   Required

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

Hides/Displays entry Required; defaults to
active

Supplier Address Text    
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1.2.17 ML- Supplier Item Linking

Description: Specifies the items that a supplier can supply
Dependencies: Supplier, Item Type, Item Sub-Type
Used In: Purchase Order
Facts/Rules: 

If a sub-type is not selected and the View button is clicked, all of the items in the Item-Type
category is displayed; there is no further filtering

Field Description

Display
Label

Display
Type

Field Description Rules/Comments

Supplier
Name

Select list The list of suppliers Required
Based on Supplier master 

Item Type Select list The list of items types,
such as Pharmaceuticals

Required (filter)

Item Sub-
Type

Select list The list of item sub-types
such as ARV Medications
or Antibiotics

Not required (filter)

Item Multi-select
list

The individual items;
The user checks off all of
the items that a supplier
supplies

Required
Based on Item master
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1.2.18 ML- Batch Number

Description: Specifies batch numbers for drug lots/shipments
Dependencies: None
Used In: Goods Received Note, Dispense Drugs
Facts/Rules: 

This the number associated with the manufacturing of a drug
User can enter the batch number here or can enter it as drugs/items are received in the goods
received note.
If the item has an item type of Pharmaceutical, then it must have a batch number
Non-pharmaceuticals must also have a lot or batch number
A batch number is active until it's made inactive in this window

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Batch Number Text Batch number found on the
packaging of an item

Required field

Status Select List
[Active, In
Active]

Hides/Displays entry Required; defaults to
active
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1.2.19 ML- Adjustment Reason

Description: Specifies the reason why inventory/stock level has been changed
Dependencies: None
Used In: Adjust Stock Level
Facts/Rules: None

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Adjustment
Reason

Text Reason for adjusting stock
level

Required field

Status Select List
[Active, In
Active]

Hides/Displays entry Required; defaults to
active
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1.2.20 ML- Return Reason

Description: Specifies the reason why inventory/stock level has been returned by a patient
Dependencies: None
Used In: Dispense Drugs (return option)
Facts/Rules: None

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Return Reason Text Reason for returning drugs/
items

Required field

Status Select List
[Active, In
Active]

Hides/Displays entry Required; defaults to
active
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1.2.21 ML- Lab Test Location

Description: Specifies that location where lab tests are performed
Dependencies: None
Used In: Lab test configuration
Facts/Rules: 

Items in the predefined list cannot be changed. Existing items can be re-arranged.

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Lab Test Location
Name

Text Locations where lab
tests are done

Required
Default names:
Facility with reagents
Facility without reagents
Outsourced - government
Outsourced - faith based
Outsourced - private

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

Hide/display in select
lists

Required; defaults to active
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1.2.22 ML- Lab Test

Description: Specifies lab test location and cost for a lab test
Dependencies: Lab test location
Used In: Debit note, program management dashboard
Facts/Rules: 

Items in the predefined list cannot be changed. Existing items can be re-arranged.

Field Description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

IQCare Display
Name

Text Lab test name Displayed based on the
selected lab test in the lab
list

LOINC Code Text Logical Observation
Identifiers Names and
Codes ( LOINC Code)

Not required

Test Location Select list List of locations Based on Lab Test
Location master

Cost Decimal The cost of the lab test  

Margin % Decimal Additional cost The added cost based on a
percentage of the test
price/cost. 
For example: 20% margin
on a lab test that cost 200
INR - 200*.2 = 40 INR
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Effective Date Date The effective date of the
cost of the lab test

Date should not be later
than Today's date

Outsource Location Text This is the location that
the test was
outsourced to.

Field is active if any of
these are selected
Outsourced - government
Outsourced - faith based
Outsourced - private

Selling Price Decimal Selling price of the lab
to the patient

Selling price = cost plus
margin

Status Select List
[Active, In Active]

Hide/display in select
lists

Required; defaults to active

1.3 Configure IQCare Lists

In addition to the Master Lists in IQCare Management, there are several IQCare (browser-based user
interface) lists that must also be configured. If your site is currently using IQCare to collect clinical
data, these list will already be configured. If this is a new installation, you'll need to update these lists. 

IQCare list to configure:
Frequency list - used in the dispensing window
Employee list - used in the purchase order form
User Administration - used to configure Store User Linking

1.4 Manage Inventory

Basic Inventory Flow

IQCare's inventory control features are based on some simple but powerful assumptions about
how drugs and non-drug inventory flows from purchase order to patient or purchase order to use/
consumption. Items are purchased and stored in a Central or Purchasing store. Items are
dispensed through a dispensing store. Drugs that are dispensed are automatically decremented
from the inventory. Non-drugs that are used are decremented using the Adjust Inventory function.
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Inventory Management Features

As shown in the basic inventory flow, there are several key features that allow you configure and
control inventory. They are:
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Purchase Order - used to communicate with a supplier about the request to purchase
items.
Goods Received Note - based on the purchase order, goods are received into the
location and stored a the central or purchasing store; goods received increment the level of
stock for individual items
Opening Stock - used to set the opening stock for an existing store
Adjust Stock Level - used to adjust stock periodically after verification of the number of
items in a store is done
Dispose Items - removes items for inventory should there be a need; not that any item that
has reached its expiration date is automatically taken out of inventory
Dispense Drugs - used to dispense drugs and other consumables to individual patients

1.4.1 Create a Purchase Order

A purchase order is an order for goods that are acquired outside of the organization and usually
involves a financial transaction. Depending on type of store configured in the Store Details master
list, the purchase order form is used to order items from suppliers or alternatively the purchase
order form is used for an inter-store transfer. 

Furthermore, a purchase order is saved and displayed for each store. Users first select the store where
the goods will be received before creating a purchase order. 

The purchase order window explained

The purchase order window pulls in information from a number of different configurations and
master lists. Before you can create a PO, you must make sure that the following master list
features are configured:

Store Detail - specifies if the store is a purchasing store and can acquire goods from
outside the organization. This is were the good will be received.
Supplier - specifies the list of suppliers for the organization
Supplier-Item Linking - specifies the items that can be purchased by a supplier. If an
item has not been linked with a supplier, then it will not display in the Item Name list. 
Item Configuration - specifies the item code, purchase units, unit quantity and price of 
each purchase unit.
Employee list - specifies the list of people who can prepare and/or approve the purchase
order.
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Purchase order field description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Purchase type Radio If this form is being filled
out as a purchase order
for goods outside the
facility or if the goods are
being transferred to
another store within the
site

Radio options
[Purchare order,
Inter-store transfer]

Order number Text The PO number or inter-
store transfer number.
This is given by the user
based on a numbering
system outside the SCM.

Auto populated and
starts in January of
the selected calendar
year

Order date Date of the PO Date cannot be
greater than today's
date
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Supplier Select list The supplier list Driven from the
supplier master
(SupplierID);
When the order type
= purchase order then
the supplier field
should become
active; the Source
Store should be
inactive

Program Name Select list This entry will come
from Program master
 

Source Store Select list
Required
field

The store from which
goods will be transferred
from

Driven from the store
master
(SourceStoreID);
When the order type
= Inter-store transfer
then the Source store
should be active; the
supplier store should
be inactive.  

Destination Store Select list The store from which
goods will be receivied

Driven from the store
master and the store
linking master
(DestinationStoreID);
The available
destination stores
should be driven by
the allowable linkage
between the source
and destination
stores.

Item Name Select list The descrete items
from the list of all items
that can be selected.    
          Only dispay item
which is link from
Supplier 

The display should
be the Item name
dash stengeth/unit
dash dispensing unit

Item code Text The associated item
number based on the
item selected in the Item
description field.

Item number driven
from the Item
master;
Auto populated
based on the item
selected.
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Purchase Unit Text The purchase units; the
units the the item is
purchased in.

Purchase units drieen
from the item master
(PurchaseUnitsID)
Auto populated
based on the item
selected.

Order Qty Numeric The number of purchase
units that the user wants
to order

Entered by the User;
Whole numbers

Price/Unit Numeric The price per purchase
unit

Entered by the User;
Decimal numbers
should be allowed

Total Price Numeric The total price of the
units to be purchased.

Auto calculated
Order quantity X
Price per unit = total
price

Prepared By Select list The individual who
prepared the purchase
order

Should be driven by
the Employee master
(EmployeeID)
Note access control
needs here. For now
all employees can fill
out a purchase order.

Authorized By Select list The individual who can
authorize the purchase
order.

Should be driven by
the Employee master
 (EmployeeID)
Note access control
needs here. For now
all employees can fill
out a purchase order.

Purchase order quantity and total price explained

Each item you select in a purchase order has been previously configured to include the purchase
units, the quantity of dispensing units within a purchase unit and the purchase Unit price. These
data display here. 

In the first example for Multivitamin 100mg - they come in a blister pack, each pack (purchase
unit) has 250 tablets. The price for each 250 blister pack is 300 cost units. 100 purchase units
are being ordered.  The cost for 100 packages of multivitamins is 100 purchase units x 300 cost
units/purchase unit = 30,000 cost units.

Create a purchase order

1. From the navigation select Purchase Order.
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2. Select the store and  the list of new, approved or rejected purchase orders display.

3. Click on the New button to initiate a new purchase order
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4. Select the Supplier
5. Begin typing the name of the drug you would like to select and the list of items that have been

configured for the supplier displays. Select the item you would like to order. Fill in the order
quantity.

6. Repeat selecting items until you are finished.
7. Select the Prepared By name; (you may also select the Authorized By name if you do not

have a multi-step authorization process at your organization.)
8. Click the Save button to save

Note the once you have saved the purchase order, the header of the purchase order is disabled.
As well, the Order Reject check box displays.
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Approve a purchase order

1. From the navigation select Purchase Order; the list of new, approved or rejected purchase
orders display.

2. Select the order you want to approve

3. Select the Authorised By name
4. Click Save
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Note that once the purchase order has been approve, it cannot long be edited in any way. As
well, if for some reason this purchase order is no longer valid, it cannot be deleted, it just would
never be filled.

Rejecting a purchase order

1. From the navigation select Purchase Order; the list of new, approved or rejected purchase
orders display.

2. Select the order you want to reject. The purchase order displays.
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3. Check the Order Rejected check box.
4. Click save

Note that the order cannot be save or edited again. If you would like to order these items, you will
need to create a new purchase order from scratch.

When you go back into the Purchase order list from the navigation, that status of the order is now
"rejected."
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1.4.2 Create an Inter-store Transfer

When goods/stock needs to move from one store to another, for example from a central or main store
to a pharmacy store, an inter-store transfer must be filled out. When those goods arrive at the store, in
order to properly receive and track the goods, a goods received note will also need to be filled out. 

The same form is used for an inter-store transfer as a purchase order; the goods received note is also
the same. What controls the options for a purchase order and an inter-store transfer is the Store Detail
master where store's name and type is defined. When creating an inter-store transfer, you first select
the store that requires the new stock. Depending on the type of the store selected, the system will
configure the purchase order form as a true purchase order or an inter-store transfer. If a store is a
purchasing store, then the purchase order form activates the supplier select list as the stock source; if
a store is a dispensing store, then the purchase order form activates a source store select list as the
stock source.

The inter-store transfer window explained

The inter-store transfer window pulls in information from a number of different configurations and
master lists. Before you can create a transfer request, you must make sure that the following
master list features are configured:

Store Details - specifies if the store is a purchasing store and can acquire goods from
outside the organization. This is were the good will be received.
Source Store - specifies the list of source stores based on the Store Source Destination
Linking configuration
Item Configuration - specifies the item code, purchase units, unit quantity and price of 
each purchase unit.
Employee list - specifies the list of people who can prepare and/or approve the purchase
order.
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For instruction on how to fill out an inter-store transfer, please see Purchase Order. See the data
dictionary section for the data dictionary.

1.4.3 Create a Goods Received Note

The Goods Received Note documents the items, quantity and price of the goods received. When
goods are received the inventory of the items received are incremented by the quantity received.

Data entry rules:
The entries are not saved to the database until you click the save button.
At any time you can go back to prior items to see what has been entered.
At any time you can save a partially entered list.
You can't receive an items that was not ordered.
You can't receive more than the quantity ordered.
You can receive partial orders.
You can go back to fill (update) partial orders.

Stock/Item batch numbers

Ever drug that is manufactured has a batch number and an expiration date. The batch number
and expiration date are unique to a specific production run of the drug. It is important to track
every drug that comes into the pharmacy by its batch number. In addition to the name of the item
dispensed, the batch number is also tracked.

The batch number is given to a batch of drugs based on the conditions and date when the batch
was produced. In any pharmacy store, it’s likely that the stock at hand will be made up of items
(drugs) coming from more than one batch. Furthermore, when receiving goods from a supplier, an
item can be made up of more than one batch. 

Example:
Suppose 100 tablets of Paracetamol are purchased from one supplier – 50 tablets may come
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from one batch and 50 tables may come from another batch to make up the 100 tablet purchase.
Over time in a pharmacy store, there could be thousands of tablets of Paracetamol available to
be dispensed. These thousands of tablets can come from many batches.

Note: To see the list of batch numbers for items that have not expired, open the batch master list

Goods received note field description

Display Label Display Type Field Description Rules/Comments

Purchase order fields - repeated and disabled. See PO - Inter-store
transfer table
Batch No. Select list The batch number of the

item received; the same
item can be received
with different batch
numbers.
Batch numbers will have
the 

Required
The user can use the
select list to find an
existing batch or
enter the batch
number in the field.
The new entry will be
saved as a new batch
number

Expiry Date Date The expiration date of
the batch

Required if the item-
type =
Pharmaceutical
(other good such as
office equipment
may not have an
expiry date)
If the User finds and
existing batch, the
expiry date should
auto populat; if he/
she enters a new
batch number, he/
she must also enter
the expiry date.

Received Qty Numeric The number of items of
this batch received

Allow for decimal
number

Actual Purchase Price/
Purchase Unit

Numeric The actual prices paid per
purchase unit. This can
be differen than the
purchare price

Allow for decimal
number

Margin % Numeric The margin added to the
purchase price

Auto populated -
driven by the margin
in the Item cost
master
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Selling Price/Purchase Unit Numeric Selling price of the item
per the purchase unit

Selling Price/
Purchase Unit = 
Actual purchase
price/purchase unit +
(Actual purchase
price/purchase unit *
% margin)
Example:
1000+ (1000*.2) = 
1000+ 200 =  1200

Selling Price/Dispensing Unit Numeric Selling price of the item
per the dispensing unit

Selling Price/
Dispensing Unit=
Actual purchase
price/purchase ÷
Purchase quantity/
Purchase unit +
(Actual purchase
price/purchase unit ÷
Purchase quantity/
Purchase unit) * %
margin)
1000/30 + (1000/30)
*.2 = 40
1500/30+(1500/30*.2)
= 50+ 10 = 60

Purchase Order list and Goods Received Note list - how they relate

The purchase order list and the goods received note list (displayed when you click on Purchase
Order or Goods Received Note from the navigation bar), are related. 

If an order has the status of Approved, then it's ready to be sent to the supplier to be filled. 
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It's the orders with that approved status that are displayed in the goods received note list.
Rejected and New (not yet approved) will not.

Create a goods received note

1. From the navigation, select Goods Received Note; the list of approved purchase orders
displays.

2. Double click on the order that has arrived 
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3. Select the first item that was ordered and below a new grid displays

4. Enter the batch number and expiration date for the selected item. If there is more than one
batch in the order, enter the second, third and Nth batch in the grid until complete.
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5. Click on the next item and repeat entering batch and expiration date of the items
6. Repeat for all items in the list
7. Click Save to save your work.

Receiving partial orders

It's possible that the quantity of one or more of the items you ordered, didn't arrive. If that is the
case, simply enter the exact amount that has been delivered and save. 
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In the goods received note list, the order displays as a Partial Received. Should the remaining
items be delivered, you can open this record and enter then remaining amount (likely with a new
batch).

In the purchase order list, you can see that this order has a status of Partial Received as well.
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1.4.4 Opening Stock

When you are setting up your supply chain system for the first time, you will likely have existing
physical stores and dispensing windows. Use the opening stock feature to set up these stores initially.
Once IQCare is in use and reflecting the physical stock counts, this opening stock feature is not
usually used again unless another new store is set set up. However, there are no constraints on the
As Of Date so if you require, you can add more items to opening stock on different dates. On an
ongoing basis, adjustments to stock over time is done using the Adjust Stock Level feature.

Open stock field description

Display Label Display
Type

Field Description Rules/Comments

Store Name Select list The name of the store for which
the opening stock is configured

Store name is driven from the
Store Detail master

Dispensing
Unit

Text Auto populated
The unit name of the item

Dispensing unit driven by the
Item Configuration for the
selected item

Item Name Text The name of the item that will be
added to the opening stock

Item name driven by the Item
Configuration for the selected
item
The list of available drugs is
driven by the Store-Item linking
master

Expiry Date Date The expiration date of the item
added to the opening stock.

Date must be in the future;
strictly greater than today's
date
Note that the same item with
different batch numbers can be
added to the opening stock.

Batch No. Text The batch number of the
selected batch

Note that the same item with
different batch numbers can be
added to the opening stock.

Opening
Quantity

Text The opening quantity of the
selected item.

Quantity must be an integer.

As of Date Date The date on which the opening
stock is configured for the item

Any date is allowed. You can
have a number of different items
in opening stock with different
As Of Dates.

Add opening stock

1. From the navigation, select Opening Stock
2. Select the store name
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3. Enter the name of the drug. Note that the list of available drugs is dependent on which the
store-item linking configuration.

4. Enter expiration date and batch number of the item in the opening stock
5. Enter the opening quantity and the as of date

6. Click submit
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7. Repeat until all opening stock is entered
8. Click save to save the entire list

1.4.5 Adjust Stock Level

Adjust stock level field description

Display Label Display
Type

Field Description Rules/Comments

Store Name Select list The name of the store for which
the stock will be adjusted

Store name is driven from the
Store Detail master

As of Date Date The date on which the stock is
adjusted

Default to today's date
Do not allow future dates

Adjustment
Reason

Select list The reason for the adjustment -
to be applied to all stock
adjustments.

Use this adjustment reason if
all of the adjusted stock
changes have the same reason.
If they do not, use the individual
reason select list on the
individual rows
Adjustment reason is driven by
the Adjustment reason master
list.

Apply
adjustment
reason to all

Check box Check box that applies the
adjustment reason to each item
in the grid.

If some rows are selected with
a different reason, checking the
box will adjust all of the
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items reasons to the one that is
selected. To change the
reasons to "select" on all of the
rows, select the "Select" option
in the adjustment reason and
click the check box

Adjust stock
level

Check box Applies the adjusted stock
levels upon saving.

Must be check in order for the
system to apply the
adjustments to the inventory
levels.
The adjusted quantity and
reasons can be saved without
applying to the actual inventory
if not checked.

Adjusted
quantity

Integer The quantity that should be
added or subtracted to the
quantity in the system.

Positive number adds to the
stock level.
Negative number subtracts from
the stock level.

Adjustment
Reason

Select list The reason for the adjustment
for a specific item.

Adjustment reason is driven by
the Adjustment reason master
list. This list is the same as the
one that can be used across all
items.

Prepared by Select list The name of the person who
prepared the inventory
adjustment

Employee custom list
Required

Authorized
by

Select list The name of the person who
authorizes the inventory
adjustment.

Employee custom list
Can be the same name as the
person who prepared the
inventory adjustment list
Required

Adjusting stock levels - adding and subtracting stock

Stock levels are adjusted based on the stock quantity recorded in the system.
Positive number adds to the stock level.
Negative number subtracts from the stock level.

Example: Add inventory
Suppose that after counting inventory there are 1075 multivitamin 100mg capsules. The current
inventory is 1050; you need to add 25 capsules to the system's inventory.
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25 capsules have been added to adjust the inventory up to 1075.

Example: Subtract inventory 
Suppose that after counting inventory there are 2000 Efavirenz 200 for batch Lot 1234-45. The
current inventory is 3000; you need to subtract 1000 tablets reduce the inventory in the system. 
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1000 tablets have been subtracted from the existing system's inventory.

Adjust stock in a store

1. From IQCare Management navigation, select Adjust Stock Level
2. Select a store
3. Change the As Of Date as needed
4. Click Submit to display the inventory levels for the selected store
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5. If all of the stock adjustments have the same reason, select the Adjustment Reason and
check the Apply adjustment reason to all items check box

6. For each item in the grid that requires a stock level adjustment, add or subtract the
adjusted quantity and select a reason

7. Select the prepared by and the authorized by names
8. If the inventory adjustments are not final and need review, do not click the Adjust Stock

Level check box; saving saves the updates but does not apply them to inventory.

9. If the inventory adjustments are final, click the Adjust Stock Level check box to apply the
changes to inventory.

10.Click Save
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1.4.6 Dispose Items

Any drug that has expired is not available for selection by the clinician or the pharmacist for
dispensing. These drugs need to be disposed of in a safe way. Facilities remove expired drugs from
dispensing shelve and place it in a secure location. At some point the drugs are disposed of and need
to be marked in IQCare with the disposed status. 

Dispose items field description

Display Label Display
Type

Field Description Rules/Comments

Store Name Select list The name of the store for which
the stock will be disposed

Store name is driven from the
Store Detail master

As of Date Date The date on which the stock is
disposed

Default date to Today's date
Do not allow future dates

Dispose Check box The indicator that a specific drug
should be disposed.

The quantity and batch of drugs
will be marked as disposed in
the database.

Dispose items

1. From the IQCare Management navigation, select Dispose Items
2. Select a store
3. Change the As of date as needed
4. Click Submit; a grid of expired drugs for the store displays. If there a no expired drugs, the grid

will remain empty.

5. Click the check box on each row to indicate that a drug should be disposed
6. Click save to update the drug inventory status. If you re-submit for the same store, the items

checked no longer display in the grid.
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1.5 Dispense Drugs

When the PM/SCM is "on" the pharmacist is expected to dispense drugs via IQCare Management.
The dispensing of drugs or any item in inventory causes a reduction in the quantity of the specific item
dispensed. The process of selecting a patient, selecting a pharmacy order and entering and saving  the
quantity dispensed is are all part of the dispense drugs feature in IQCare Management.

Pharmacy Order and Dispense Drugs Process

Dispensing is allowed when SCM is ON and this means that the facility is monitoring drug and
other inventory items through IQCare.

Paperless is OFF
...Then the clinician fills out a prescription form or using a script pad writes out the prescription.
The patient takes the prescription to the pharmacy to be filled. The pharmacist goes directly into
the dispensing window, selects the first drug and fills in all of the required fields and any non-
required fields he/she wants to fill in. The pharmacist repeats until the entire prescription is filled.
Upon saving, the inventory for the drugs dispensed is reduced.

Paperless is ON
...Then the clinician fills out the pharmacy form in IQCare (online) and creates a pharmacy order.
The patient goes to the pharmacy and identifies him/herself. The pharmacist searches for the
patient and selects the pharmacy order. Upon selecting the order, the drugs fill the order grid.
The pharmacist selects each drug one at a time from the order grid and enters the quantity
dispensed, other required and any non-required fields to be filled in. Upon saving, the inventory for
the drugs dispensed is reduced

SCM Paperl
ess

Pharmacy form
Behavior

Dispensing in
IQCare Mgt

Work Flow

Off Off All fields active No dispensing Data entry clerks fill in
pharmacy forms using filled in
hardcopy forms

Off On All fields active. The
form can be filled
out in two steps.

No dispensing Expect to enter data in two
phases – clinician enters the
order information and the
ordered by and ordered by date
(now called prescribed by and
prescribed by date); the
pharmacist  opens View
Existing forms, see the partly
completed form and enters the
quantity dispensed and the
dispensed by  and dispensed by
date

On Off No fields active; Dispensing The expectation is that a
hardcopy pharmacy form is filled
out by the clinician and the
patient goes to the pharmacy
dispensing window with the
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hardcopy form. The pharmacist
opens IQCare Management and
fills the dispensing form.

On On Clinical/ordering
fields are active;
dispensing fields
are inactive. The
inventory is visible
for the clinician;
only drugs that are
available in the
inventory are
available for the
clinician to select.

Dispensing The clinician enters the drug
order in IQCare pharmacy form.
The pharmacist finds the patient
in IQCare Management and
selects the pharmacy order. The
pharmacist dispenses drugs via
the IQCare management
pharmacy window.

1.5.1 Access to a Dispensing Store

Store type

A store must be designated as a dispensing store in order for you to dispense drugs from that
store. If you attempt to access a store that is not set up as a dispensing store, the system will
deny access. To set up a dispensing store, see Store Detail.

Access rights

There is access security set up for every store. When you initiate dispensing, IQCare
Management asks you to select a store. If you have access to the store, you can enter the store
for dispensing. If you do not have access, the system will display a message letting you know
that you don't have access rights. To set the access rights to a store, see Store User Linking.

To access a dispensing store

1. Select PM/SCM / Dispense Drugs from the navigation bar.
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2. Select a user store from the select list. 

3. If you have access to the dispensing store you selected, the system will display the
Dispensing window, defaulted to the Find Patient page. If you do not, the system will display
an access error.

1.5.2 Dispense Drugs

A pharmacist can dispense drugs directly both with and without a prescription ordered by a clinician in
IQCare. 

Step 1: Select a dispensing store

Access to a dispensing store is dependent on:
1) How the store is configured - the store must be configured as a dispensing store otherwise you
will be denied access. See Store Detail for more information.
2) If your user name is associated with the store. If you have access, the dispensing window
displays, otherwise the system will display a message denying you access. See Store User
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Linking for more information.

Step 2: Find a patient

Drug dispensing is done on a per patient basis. Before you can dispense, you must first find the
patient you will be dispensing drugs for.

After selecting a pharmacy store, the system displays the dispensing window, defaulted at the
Find Patient page.  You cannot proceed to dispense drugs if you have not selected a patient first.
Similarly, you cannot proceed to return drugs if you have not selected a patient first. In both
cases, the system will display a "No patient selected. Please select a patient first from the
grid." 
 
To find a specific patient:
1. Enter one or more of the search criteria. The more criteria entered, the more specific the

search results will be, possibly the specific patient you are searching for.
2. Click Find

To get a listing of all patients:
1. Do not enter any of the search criteria fields
2. Click Find
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Example of search results w indow with no search criteria.

3. Once you have found the patient, click on the patient's name; the dispensing window for that
patient displays.
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Step 3: Select a pharmacy order

1. To see if a prescription order is available, after finding the patient, click on View Existing.
A list of orders and the date and status of each order displays. 
2. Click on the order you want to open

There are there possible order statuses.

Status Description

New Order A new, unfilled order

Partial Order A partial filled order

Already Dispensed Order A filled order
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Step 4: View order and review and fill in additional data

Once you have selected an order, the order displays with the list of ordered drugs in the central
grid.

If one or more ARV Drugs are dispensed, the ART Treatment link becomes active. 
Click on ART Treatment link to view and update key information related to the HIV Care
program in your country.
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The pharmacist can view key clinical information pulled from the past 3 patient visits.
Click on Patient Profile Summary to see the profile report. 

The prescribing clinician may have added specific notes to the pharmacist or just to keep in
the patient's record. 
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Click on the Pharmacy Notes link to view the Pharmacy Notes

Step 5: Dispense drugs

1. Once you have selected the order, the individual drugs display in the lower grid.

2. Double click on the drug name and the available drug batches display.
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3. Select the batch you want to dispense; the dose, frequency, duration, quantity prescribed
displays.

4. Enter the quantity dispensed. The amount entered in this field must be less than or equal to
the quantity prescribed

5. Click Submit. Note that once submitted, you cannot change (although you can close and re-
start the dispensing process as the record is not yet saved.)
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6. Proceed to the next drug prescribed
7. When complete, click on Save to save the entire record

Dispensing constraints

There are several system constraints integrated into the system.

No inventory available
If there is no inventory available for the prescribed drug, the system does not allow you to
dispense it. If this is the case, then IQCare displays a message that the quantity is not available
for this item. You'll need to issue an inter store transfer to replenish the needed drug into the
store.
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Dispensed quantity larger than the prescribed quantity
The system will not allow you to dispense a quantity greater than the quantity prescribed. If you
enter a larger number, IQCare will display an error.

1.5.3 Return Drugs

Enter topic text here.
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